A FORK IN THE ROAD FOR CINCINNATI

CINCINNATI TODAY

Children in some parts of Cincinnati can expect to live about 20 years less than children in other neighborhoods. Nearly half of the children in Cincinnati will grow up in poverty, and they will likely remain poor unless something changes. What if children in Cincinnati get the same fair start: 2 years of high-quality preschool?

WHICH FUTURE DO WE WANT?

INVEST IN PRESCHOOL
If Cincinnati invests in expanded access to preschool for a decade...

- Children in preschool by 20,000, including 9,000 children in poverty
- Parenting stress = Child abuse and neglect by 27%
- High school graduation by 3,500 students
- Crimes by 4,000
- Personal income by $1.8 billion through better paying jobs
- Healthier children, families, and Cincinnati

DON'T INVEST IN PRESCHOOL
If Cincinnati does nothing, it can expect to have more of the same, including:

- Children prepared for school
- Graduation rates
- Crime rates
- Poorer and sicker children, families, and Cincinnati

For more information, see www.humanimpact.org
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